Tensor Rings – Beyond the Science
Tensor Rings, the ScienceWithin a Tensor Ring is an infinite
source of energy that is neither
electric nor magnetic. The Tensor
Rings are superconductors that
neutralize magnetic fields, bring
coherency to chaos, and easily
stabilize and equalize biomagnetic fields.
Slim Spurling re-discovered
Tensor technology in 1991. Slim
knew of John Wheeler’s extensive
work with closed loops. Dr.
Wheeler, who coined the term
black hole, came up with the
mathematical theory of the
“Tensor” field, which is found
inside the ring.
Hans Becker, an astrophysicist
who extensively tested the
Spurling Ring, found the ring to
oscillate at 144MHZ, a harmonic
of the speed of light. He said that
“When you create a closed loop
coil, energy begins to flow and
the laws of physics go out the
window. They may be the
simplest, most efficient source of
energy there is…. gathering it and
condensing it freely from space.”
According to Phillip Callahan, an
expert on paramagnetism, Tensor
Rings exhibit a paramagnetic
value many times greater than
anything ever tested. This means
that Tensor Rings cause some of
the elements in water to spin to
their high-spin state referred to
as ORME [Orbitally-Rearranged
Monoatomic Elements]. This has
a tremendous impact on water’s
molecular structure and on the
energetic components of the

water. The authors of Dancing
with Water discuss the molecular
structure of water and the
resulting coherence in using a
Tensor Ring. “When water is
passed through a Ring, its
molecular structure becomes
more organized. The longer it sits
inside the column, the more
refined the structure becomes.”
Further evidence is revealed by
Pangman and Evans: “Place two
equal volumes of water in
identical containers on a balance
scale so that they are equally
balanced. Place a Tensor Ring
directly over one container. After
24-48 hours, the container with
the Ring above it becomes
measurably lighter (the difference
in weight is dependent on the
type and amount of minerals or
salts in the water that can enter a
high- spin state).”
The Tensor Field also produces a
measurable gravitational effect.
Grebennikov’s work supports
this hypothesis as well as
Mueller’s global scaling, where
Tensor Rings emit a harmonic to
a specific gravitational wave. We
also demonstrate cancellation of
electromagnetic fields within a
Ring through GDV photoimaging.
Tensor Fields restructure
electromagnetics to where they
are beneficial to the human
body. A recent bio-feedback
study with the Cell Phone Tab
shows that using a smart phone
with the Cell Tab affixed to the
phone case, aligns Chakras and
energy bodies, as well as makes
organs function better.

- Brian Besco

How are Tensor Rings Created?
When copper is heated and drawn
to create the wire, the crystalline
structure within the wire is
aligned in a one-way piezoelectric
flow. The wire is folded, twisted,
and cut, and the ends brought
back together on themselves. This
creates a continuous flow of
energy in both directions.
Precise measurements, known as
Cubits, act as antennas. Tensor
Rings are basically piezoelectricpowered antennae. Various
Cubits are found in the alignment
and construction of Sacred Sites
all over the globe, yet only a few
of these “Sacred Measurements”
are known to create Tensor Fields.
Tensor Rings have been noted, for
decades, for their use in
restructuring electromagnetics,
energizing and restructuring
water, enhancing plant growth
and vitality, healing, beekeeping
practices, pollution abatement,
and thousands of other
observations, including their
connectivity with higher
vibrational densities and
dimensions.
Beyond Science…
Tensor Fields are science based,
though go far beyond the current
scope and reality of most
sciences. Tensor Rings are truly an
integration of Science and
Spiritual Technologies.
The Tensor tools function on more
than just the physical plane, which
is why they appear to work on
health issues that stem from a

person’s energy bodies, such as
the emotional body where
stressors manifest into the
physical as such things as cancer.

anchors in an ancient etheric
tool which moves geomagnetic
lines, and has the ability to clear
timelines and realities.

Etheric Templates are the nonphysical aspect of Tensor Rings,
which we see as what makes
these tools so powerful in the
subtle energy realm. We are
seeing that the Rings are created
on a higher plane, and anchored
into the physical through the
Sacred measurements, or Cubits.

The most beautiful thing about
all these tools, is that they are
heart-based creations. Even
Slim found that the Military
could not utilize the Tensor
Fields to send out negative
thought-forms nor malicious
intent.

There are many of these Etheric
Templates created at Twistedsage
Studios, and by others around the
world. The first one that came
into being was the Ascension
Ring. The Ascension Ring is that
higher dimensional aspect of the
Galactic Cubit. Then the Balance
and Harmony Ring, which is the
energetic aspect of the Standard
Teotihuacan Unit of measure.
The Water Ring is another
specialized Etheric Template
anchored into the physical, which
works with the consciousness of
water. The Wifi Ring and the
Meter Ring are two more
tangible and profound tools that
could not function without their
Etheric Templates. The base
measurement of these two Rings
is the same that Slim Spurling
used, yet the Spurling Ring will
not do what these Rings do,
innately. It is because of the
Etheric Template that houses the
consciousness of electricity, the
Earth, and the Earth elementals,
which allows these Rings to
function the way they do.
The Golden Light Wand is based
on a Sacred measurement that

There is a lot of fantastic
observations by people from all
walks of life, the world over,
with the Rings. I hear firsthand
the magic and miracles, every
single day, of people using the
Rings with cancer, addictions,
afflictions, pains and strains. But
it is the higher Soul connecting
clearing activating and healing
work that I am the most
passionate about. Please do visit
our Twistedsage website for
more information on what the
specific tools are seen to be
doing on these levels.
Detailed information on creating
Tensor Rings, as well as free
video tutorials, can be found at
SacredMeasures.com. And of
course, Twistedsage.com
contains a wealth of information
on subtle energy tools created at
Twistedsage Studios.
Be sure to check out the 2nd
Edition of Dancing With Water:
The New Science of Water, as
Twistedsage Studios and Brian
Besco are mentioned alongside
Slim Spurling for our work with
Tensor Rings.
For a more science-based article,

with references, look for the 2013
ExtraOrdinary Science and
Technology magazine article by
Brian Besco, titled “What’s in a
Tensor Ring?” The article can also
be found at the Sacred Measures
and Twistedsage websites as a
pdf download.

